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 Quail hunting in Texas is probably one of the most popular hunting opportunities in the state. At the end of every 

October, hunters from across Texas (accompanied by man’s best friend) rush to the field in search of these sought after 

game birds. I personally like to wait for the weather to turn a little cooler as 85 degrees at 9am has me sweating through 

my jeans by lunch. However, getting the opportunity to harvest a bag limit of these native Texas upland birds is not as 

convenient as it once was as their distribution across the state has become limited (Figure 2). The price tag that 

accompanies these hunting opportunities is not inexpensive either.  

From a 2010-2011 survey, quail hunters spent on average $8,606 for about 9 days of quail hunting. When 

accompanying that data with harvest estimates, each individual quail harvested was estimated to be worth about $253 

(What’s a quail worth? AgriLife Today, 2012). These funds flow into rural communities across the state that depend on 

the season for part of, if not all of, their yearly income. Gas stations, outfitter stores, and hotel accommodations are just a 

few of the industries that benefit from the money spent when quail hunters come to town. This ever-so-popular and 

economically important hunting opportunity justifies the need to manage for and preserve quail in Texas.  

When looking at population trends across the state of Texas over the past 50+ years, quail have undeniably had a 

rough go. Data show that the population abundance state wide has been on a downward trend for some time (Figure 1 & 

2). Many different factors have attributed to the decline in quail. A few of these factors include changes in climate, 

changes in management practices, native habitat removal, exotic/invasive species introduction, urban expansion, 

disruption of contiguous habitat and changes in predator/prey relationships. More times than not when investigating 

temporally and spatially, it is usually a combination of said factors that ultimately played a hand in extirpating this native 

Figure 1. Statewide population trends for (a) bobwhite and (b) scaled (“blue”) quail from 1978 to 2004 illustrate the “boom and bust” nature of quail populations 

in Texas. These data ae from the Texas parks and Wildlife Department’s annual roadside surveys. The dashed line is the long-term mean (LTM). 

Figure 2. Bobwhite populations have declined over most of their range in Texas over the last 25 years. The darker areas indicate a greater abundance of 

bobwhites (adapted from Peterson et al. 2002) 



 

bird from endemic parts of Texas. Therefore, as a landowner, land manager or simply a quail enthusiast who wishes to 

better manage for quail, which factor(s) do you target to effectively improve quail abundance? 

 To really dig in and address all factors that play a part in influencing quail would probably put this short wildlife 

article into more of a thesis paper. I have already written one of those and would rather stick to the shorter educational 

pieces. Thus, I would like to shed light onto one of the reoccurring themes that comes across during the coffee table 

discussions, the numerous Facebook threads and landowner visits; Does actively removing quail predators help to 

increase quail numbers?  

Predator species like coyotes and bobcats are the iconic species that come to mind when we think about predators 

impacting quail numbers. Without a doubt, these species will consume quail in basically every life cycle stage from 

incubation up to adulthood. Because of this negative connotation, many landowners and managers implement predator 

control efforts to remove these species and ultimately increase quail population densities. Sounds pretty straight forward, 

right? Well, as my old professor at Texas A&M University-Kingsville Dr. Randy DeYoung used to say, “It depends”.  

 First things first, we must look at the diet composition of these quail killers. What do they eat? What species of 

animals make up their diet throughout the year? On the Rolling Plains Quail Research Ranch, over 1,000 coyote scat 

samples were analyzed to find that only 1 contained quail remanence. The most common food items found in the scat 

contents were rodents and vegetative species. Mesopredator species such as skunks, snakes, feral swine and opossums 

were also common species found in the scat remains (TAMU Wildlife and Fisheries Extension, 2017). Another study by 

Dr. Scott Henke in south Texas analyzed stomach contents of coyotes to find Northern Bobwhite remains occurred in only 

1% of all specimens examined (Henke, 2002). Lastly, a bobcat predation literature review by Michael Tewes investigated 

54 scientific articles that referenced bobcats and their food habits. Of the 54 scientific diet studies, quail were found in 9 

and constituted less than 3% of the bobcat diet in only 2 of the 54 studies (Tewes et al., 2002). Most studies that Tewes 

reviewed that directly investigated the diet composition of bobcats found that mesomammal species such as rabbits, 

skunks, raccoons, opossums and others tend to be more important food sources for bobcats than quail. I cannot help but to 

stop and think of all of those iconic “bobcat reaching for flushing quail” mounts right about now. To be more realistic, it 

sounds like quail should probably be replaced with a cat stalking an overweight raccoon with its head stuck in a 

supplemental protein feeder. 

  From the research presented above, it seems coyotes and bobcats which we routinely reference as quail thieves do 

not seek out quail to make up a large percentage of their diet. However, such articles also reference the mesomammal 

population as more direct and influential to quail abundances, particularly because of nest predation. Raccoons, opossums 

and skunks are a much greater threat to quail than the higher trophic level coyote or bobcat as they tend to prey on quail 

eggs during incubation. Rollins and Carroll in their 2001 publication stated that 81% of nest losses were caused by 

predation and 51% of that predation was attributed to mesopredators.  Furthermore, the article continues to state that 

mesopredators are the most important group of nest predators (Rollins and Carroll, 2001, Table 1).  

This then begs the question, would removal of these intermediate mesopredators be appropriate to increase quail 

densities? Rollins and Carroll’s 2001 publication continued by referencing studies that directly removed mesopredators 

and their effect on quail abundances (Table 2). The articles that were reviewed showed little or no increase in quail 

numbers following treatment.  

 It is also important to note that although removal of these nest predators such as raccoons, skunks, opossums, and 

snakes would directly remove one of largest threats to quail nests, this would also remove the buffer prey species between 

quail and apex predators. In turn, coyotes and bobcats may inevitably seek out quail routinely to compensate for loss of 

Author Study Recorded Nest Predators 
 

FIES AND PUCKET, 2000 

 

Simulated ground nesting to investigate nest 

predation, Virginia 

Striped Skunks – 41% 

Opossums – 37% 

Gray Fox – 8% 

Raccoons – 4% 

 

HERNANDEZ ET AL., 1997 

 

Simulated ground nesting to investigate nest 

predation, west Texas 

Raccoons – 82% 

Others: skunks, bobcats, gray foxes, 

armadillos and opossums 

 

PEOPLES ET AL., 1996 

 

Identifying quail nesting predators, Oklahoma 

 

Snakes – 55%  

Table 1. Studies detailing causes of quail nest predation, By Nicholas Kolbe 



 

prey from the mesopredator population. Therefore, apex predators such as coyotes and bobcats are somewhat allies to 

quail as they predate upon mesopredators more so than quail.  

   As you can probably tell by now, the connections within an ecosystem such as the predator/ prey relationship 

discussed above can be dynamic with no one straightforward solution to increase quail abundances. The factors at play to 

impact a specific target species like quail are complex and differ across ecotypes. So, as a landowner/manager that wants 

to see an increase in quail on his or her property, what is the best route to take to make that goal a reality? HABITAT.   

 The most effective and long-term solution to positively improve quail densities over the long-term is to manage 

for correct quail habitat. Predator control to improve quail abundances has somewhat been dismissed as a long-term 

solution to increase a quail population. Paul L Errington’s “Vulnerability of Bob-white Populations to Predation” 

publication in 1934 stated that habitat, not predators, was the most limiting factor to bobwhite quail numbers and that 

correct habitat management is the best indirect method for predator control (Errington 1934).  

Intense predator control of top predators and mesopredators is unrealistic for most and generally not the limiting 

factor when it comes to quail densities. When removing niche filled predators from an ecosystem, this creates a niche void 

and, for the short term, may elevate prey populations. However because of low population levels, predators will 1) 

increase juvenile recruitment to replace loss and 2) induce immigration into your target area from surrounding sink 

populations to fill the niche void. Thus, this predator control technique would need to be a reoccurring, long-term 

procedure to ensure predator populations stay at low levels. Conducting these predator control efforts would be time 

consuming, expensive and impractical for most landowners with large or small property holdings. 

 Correctly managing for and sustaining early successional habitat is the most effective solution to increase and 

maintain quail populations. Early successional habitat incorporates adequate bunchgrasses such as little bluestem, big 

bluestem and switchgrass that quail utilize for nesting and roosting. It also integrates species like lotebush, brasil and 

prickly pear cactus throughout that quail can use as escape cover from predators and loafing for when temperatures rise. 

Author Species Removed Quail Abundance Effect 
 

 

BEASOM, 1974 

188 Coyotes 

120 Bobcats 

65 Raccoons 

46 Striped Skunks 

38 other mammal predators 

 

 

Little gain in bobwhite abundance 

 

BEASOM AND GUTHERY, 1977 

 

Intense removal of mammalian predators 

 

No recorded effect on either bobwhite or scaled 

quail populations 

 

FROST, 1999 

 

Mostly Raccoons 

 

No observed difference from treatment and control 

sites 

Table 2. Studies detailing results of predator removal to increase quail abundance, By Nicholas Kolbe 

QUAIL HABITAT IN SOUTH TEXAS ENCOMPASSES INTERSPERSION OF NATIVE GRASSES, FORBS AND LOW HANGING WOODY BROWSE SPECIES  

PHOTOS BY: NICHOLAS KOLBE 



 

Furthermore, early successional habitat creates a food rich environment with a stable insect abundance for juveniles and 

an increased diversity of seed bearing forb/grass species like croton sp., annual broomweed, sunflower sp., bristlegrass, 

indiangrass and sideoats grama that quail depend on as adults. Most importantly, implementing and managing for 

appropriate quail habitat is a more long-term solution as vegetation successional stages tend to move slowly and can 

persist on rangelands for long periods of time.  

Adequate habitat that incorporates nesting, brooding, foraging and escape cover contiguously across the landscape 

would increase nesting success, juvenile recruitment and adult survival. Managing and maintaining adequate quail habitat 

is also your best defense against all predators. Take the time to analyze your rangeland. Investigate to determine the 

weakest aspect of your habitat and try to increase structure where it may be limiting. Employ a few techniques such as 

dummy nests to see if nest predators are finding your quail nests. If you begin to notice that many nests are getting 

predated upon by predators, try to improve nesting habitat to make it that much more difficult for predators to find. If 

predators cannot find the quail, the predators cannot eat the quail. Or possibly begin conducting vegetation transect 

sampling. Understanding what type of forage is out on the range is important to ensure quail have adequate food supply 

during all life stages. 

On any given day, there are many difficulties that a quail must endure in order to see tomorrow. From incubation 

to becoming an adult bird, there are always factors working against them. However, managing to increase suitable habitat 

is the most effective way to mitigate against the numerous factors influence quail populations. 

ENCOMPASSING NATIVE BRUSH LIKE LOTEBUSH AND BRASIL SPACED OUT ACROSS THE LANDSCAPE IS KEY FOR QUAIL ESCAPE/LOAFING COVER 

PHOTO BY: NICHOLAS KOLBE  
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RED ROCK RANCH 
ATASCOSA COUNTY, TX                                                LISTED BY:  

1,289± ACRES  

 



 

  



 

JUNE, 2019  RED ROCK RANCH 
BY: KOLBE RANCHES AND WILDLIFE, LLC ATASCOSA COUNTY, TX 

The Red Rock Ranch is a highly productive 1,289± acre game-fenced hunting ranch for sale in 

Atascosa, Karnes, and Wilson Counties. The ranch is located northeast of Campbellton, Texas on County 

Road 413, just over an hour from San Antonio International Airport, and just 28± miles from the Karnes 

County Airport. 

 

The centerpiece of this ranch is an incredible headquarters featuring the main home, a casita and a 

lodge complete with all of the comforts of home. The main home is a beautiful 2,440± square foot ranch 

style stucco house with three bedrooms and three bathrooms. The open floor plan in the living areas 

features expansive windows providing natural light and incredible views. Arched stone accents around the 

back patio overlook the hillside and a pond in the distance. 

 

The casita is a 2,700± square foot lodge with four bedrooms and four bathrooms. At one end of the 

casita is an outdoor bar & entertainment area, complete with sink, grill and plenty of room for seating. 

Separate and in one corner is the gunroom, completely self-contained for maximum security and safety. 

The 4,500± square foot hunters lodge with two bedrooms and two bathrooms are fashioned as one would 

expect of a ranch of this nature. A beautiful open living and dining area with seating areas are spaced 

perfectly around the huge windows and the rock fireplace, with excellent views of the outdoors, and 

perfectly landscaped headquarters. The outdoor veranda follows the theme of the grand western South 

Texas ranch with its high vaulted tongue & groove ceiling, to the rocked walls and stained concrete floors. 

It offers the comfort of outdoor dining and entertaining with the convenience of its own kitchen, BBQ pits, 

chefs grill, and bar. 

 

Miles of underground water lines span from two electric wells to supply water to the 

improvements, lakes, ponds, and troughs across the property. The largest lake, at an approximate seven-

acres, features a covered fishing dock and a covered boat shed. Other ponds across the property feature a 

fishing pier, a drivable bridge, and a 100’± walkway bridge. 

Not far from the headquarters are two large barns. The first of which is a 3-bay implement shed with an 

air-conditioned office. The second barn has 4 bays with overhead doors and open bay for cleaning 

harvests and a refrigerated holding area. Over 1.3± miles of blacktop roads extend from the entrance to the 

barns and headquarters. A three-bedroom foreman’s home is located near the entrance of the Red Rock 

Ranch. 

 

An MLDP whitetail deer management program has been in place for several years. The Red Rock 

Ranch has been meticulously improved to provide exceptional habitat for quail, blackbuck, dove, turkey, 

and the highly improved whitetail genetics. This is an outstanding South Texas deer and quail hunting 

ranch

Nicholas Kolbe, Wildlife Biologist/Ranch Real Estate Agent 

Kolbe Ranches and Wildlife, LLC 
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Email: NKolbe@KolbeRanchesandWildlife.com 

Web: KolbeRanchesandWildlife.com 

Facebook: @KolbeRanchesandWildlife, LLC 
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ABOUT 

Kolbe Ranches & Wildlife, LLC is a holistic range and wildlife management 

company which specializes in providing wildlife consultation and ranch real estate 

services to private and public landowners across Texas. 
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